Solution for an International Bank
Oranizational
Details
The company in context is
an International bank
established in 1919. The
bank has its head ofﬁce in
Japan and has 772
domestic branches and
several overseas branches
out of which 5 branches
are in India.
The Indian operation is run
from its head ofﬁce in
Mumbai with four regional
ofﬁces. The main objective
of this bank in India is to
facilitate the Japanese
ﬁnancial activities in India
through yen and rupee
deposits and conversions,
besides serving the Indian
corporate customers.

Pain
Points

In the pre-automation system the banking transaction related data had to
be updated in multiple systems namely their core banking (Mainframe
system), RTGS/NEFT/ECS NEFT/NDS to handle different transaction types.
This leads to wastage of time and runs the risk of creating consistencies.

Scope
A uniﬁed data entry screen which would be a single point of interface to enter/update
data in all these systems and to link some of these transactions in a manner that data
entry is done only once and ensuring transmission of data to the relevant software
applications/ applications through a link application
While the core banking software maintains all customer details / accounts in core
banking, a large number of transactions originate through separate system. These
includes:a)

RTGS/ NEFT
Customer to customer (Incoming and Outgoing)
Bank to bank ( Incoming and Outgoing)

b)

Internet Banking
Outgoing cash transfer transactions
One to one
One to many

The bank needed a system which could talk to all these systems

Oranizational Details
§

All incoming RTGS and NEFT transactions would be directly picked from MQ server of Reserve Bank Of
India and uploaded into the augment as “workitems”

§

All outgoing transactions of NEFT and RTGS would be automatically posted by augment as messages to
RBI MQ

§

To pick up ﬂat ﬁle generated by internet banking from a separate folder. This ﬁle will be decrypted and
work items will get created in link application

§

Bank ofﬁcials handling the counters will enter fund transfer request data to link application

§

All work items automatically uploaded to link application are forwarded to users for veriﬁcation and
additions to the data. Users will select the destination application for auto upload of each transactions

§

If a transaction is posted after the speciﬁed cut off time the link application will store the data and upload
the same in accordance with the timing of the next RBI window

§

Transactions involving service tax would need creation of additional data elements into the system

§

Link application would provide report for all read and write operations. It will also provide logs of all
uploads and downloads done by link applications

§

The system would also help generate reconciliation report of the following types:

§

Daily aggregate amounts of all incoming and outgoing transactions from each system

§

Audit trails of chosen transactions
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Bene ts
§

All Daily counter based transactions, RTGS/NEFT/IFTP transactions and Transactions initiated by the
banks global cash management services (internet banking) are brought into one common bucket, from
where they were processed as per their speciﬁcations automatically.

§

Better visibility into the system as the status of each transaction is updated automatically by the system.

§

System generated alerts/notiﬁcations and escalations to predeﬁned authorities, hence better control over
the system

§

Better auditibility as all the logs/transaction of data/actions are recorded by the system for future
reference.

§

Extensive reporting.

§

Rich Web 2.0 user experience.
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